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The main innovation of this year's "Annos" is our "Ocean tech". It should be familiar to veteran Anno fans. In the previous games, the Ocean was, very often, a beach where your city barely survived. But this year, you can build underwater cities! A distant view of such a city, reveals a nice set of
buildings, and maybe, a few ships in the distance. The New World is a completely different place. This year's game includes the Ocean tech, which allows you to use the map of the islands as a huge, virtual ocean bed. A city on the Ocean can be much more self sufficient than on land, and the Ocean can
provide not only for your basic needs, but also for the needs of its inhabitants, such as Oxygen. The Ocean is also where the new Tech monuments come from, and where you receive tasks from them. These include tasks like the Naval route, or the Biomass route, as mentioned earlier. This is the online

activation-based version of SecuROM meant for games released through digital distribution and used on some of the later disc-based games. It functions much the same way as the previous disc-based alternative, although it replaces the dependency of a physical disk with an authentication license
retrieved using a one-time internet connection and stored on the local hard drive. SecuROM Product Activation is integrated into the executable of the game, and after the game have been uninstalled only the authentication license remain on the system. Some older versions also used a background

service to allow the sharing of these licenses between multiple user accounts in Windows. Use the SecuROM Removal Tool to remove the remaining licenses after all SecuROM Product Activation protected titles have been uninstalled from the system.
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Our goal was to improve the 4K60 feature set of the previous titles further, and to integrate F.A.T.H.E.R. 2.0 into the Anno games' continuity. Our main focus was again on graphics, sound, and AI improvements. The gameplay mostly stayed the same. After all, we didn't want to simply recreate the games of 2016. The game has lots of innovations and nice
surprises, however. The game sports numerous innovations, which can be found in F.A.T.H.E.R. 2.0, and the Anno 2070: Expansion. F.A.T.H.E.R. 2.0 sports a dark and challenging world with millions of tiles, and thousands of units. Our new production system generates the oxygen, and lots of other needs, in the world. The cities produce their own food, and, with
the help of the Island Roads, link up with the entire world. As mentioned, we integrated F.A.T.H.E.R. 2.0 even further into the Anno games' continuity. The Anno 2070: Expansion adds over 50 new buildings, including Tech Monument buildings, and there are lots of new building restrictions and bonuses. This year's "2070" should be considered the "New World"

version of the previous games. Our latest graphic engine offers smooth visuals, including the new "Earthshade" pattern effect, which should be familiar to veteran Anno fans. The New World employs the new "Ocean tech". It lets players build underwater cities, raises the underwater maximum population to 70,000, with a lot of bonuses and restrictions. You have
also the ability to build and sell Laboratories as of now. These Laboratories will create Ocean Tiles, and help the city to generate Oxygen, without the usual production chains. 5ec8ef588b
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